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Introduction
Second International Online Language Conference was successfully held in July
2009. This event invited professors, master and PhD students, and all academicians
around the world to submit papers to this International event in the areas related to the
conference theme. The event was organized by International Online Knowledge Service Provider (IOKSP).
Main conference objectives was to provide a platform for language educators,
academicians, and researchers from diverse cultural backgrounds to exchange ideas
and best practices for effective language teaching and learning, to promote better understanding of cultural diversity in language learning, to encourage language educators to be involved in the research process, in order to achieve Comprehensive Excellence, and to produce a collection of scholarly papers presented at the conference addressing the issue of globalization in language teaching and learning.
A number of papers from around the world were submitted to this International
event and some selected papers were presented online. Proactive participation of academicians with the fruitful discussions made this conference a great success.
Sincerely,
Azadeh Shafaei (Conference Manager)
http://www.iolc2009.ioksp.com
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Using Online Forums to Scaffold Oral Participation in
Foreign Language Instruction
Adam Mendelson
University of California, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
According to sociocultural approaches to second language acquistion (SLA), participation in communicative practices in the target language is the goal of language
learning and a fundamental part of the process. One role of language instruction is to
provide scaffolding the enables language learners to participate in communicative
practices while their competence is still developing. This paper focuses on a particular
communicative practice, oral discussions of assigned readings in a second-semester
Spanish class at the college level, and explores the use of online forums to scaffold
student participation in this communicative practice. Using a combination of qualitative methods, I show how an instructor used forums to prepare her students for class
discussions while also increasing and diversifying student participation during those
discussions. This outcome problematizes the assumption that only synchronous (e.g.,
chat) as opposed asynchronous (e.g., forums) modes of text-based computer-mediated
communication (CMC) can be beneficial for oral communication in foreign languages. Furthermore, it indicates that learning outcomes may depend more on the way in
which CMC is integrated into instruction than on the specific characteristics of the
technologies used.
Keywords: Communicative practice, online forum, scaffolding
Introduction
As the recipient of an instructional research fellowship, I was given the opportunity to work with a Spanish instructor at a local college to collaboratively design a series of computer-supported learning activities for her class. Given the number of studies that have found text-based online communication to be beneficial for subsequent
oral communication, I was particularly interested in designing activities that might
lead to similar outcomes (Abrams, 2003; Beauvois, 1997; Blake, 2009; Compton,
2002; Hirotani, 2009; Lam, 2004; Payne & Ross, 2005; Payne & Whitney, 2002; Satar & Özdener, 2008). The instructor and I worked with both synchronous (e.g., chat)
and asynchronous (e.g., forums) modes of computer-mediated communication
(CMC). While my expectation was that real-time chat would be more beneficial (Abrams, 2003), it was the use of forums that had the most clearly observable impact on
oral communication in the classroom.
I discuss this outcome in terms of participation and scaffolding, two notions
brought into research on second language acquisition (SLA) by adopters of sociocultural approaches (e.g., Lantolf, 2000; Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen, 2003). Specifically, I
claim that the instructor’s use of forums served as scaffolding that facilitated student
participation in oral class discussions about assigned readings. By having students
post their ideas online prior to class discussions, the instructor prepared her students
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to participate in class. She then integrated her students’ forum posts into class discussions to increase and diversify student participation.
This case of an asynchronous mode of CMC facilitating participation in oral
communication challenges the assumption that only real-time chatting can lead to this
outcome (Abrams, 2003). Furthermore, it challenges the premise that learning outcomes can be attributed to specific communication technologies. In line with Warschauer’s (2000) claim that technology-supported learning outcomes result from the
way in which technology is used more so than the characteristics of specific tools, I
believe that it was the instructor who was primarily responsible for the learning outcomes I observed.
In this paper I attempt to provide a thick description (Geertz, 1973) of the instructor’s use of online forums to scaffold student participation in subsequent oral discussions in this second-semester Spanish class. My findings emerge from participant observations, ethnographic fieldnotes, audio and video recordings, discourse analysis of
forum posts, interviews with students and the instructor, and an end-of-the-semester
student survey. These findings should invite practitioners to consider similar uses of
online forums in their instruction, and researchers to consider overall instructional
configurations that make use of CMC instead of attempting to attribute learning outcomes to specific tools.
Scaffolding Participation in Oral Discussions of Foreign Language Texts
Sociocultural approaches to SLA build on Vygotsky’s conceptualization of individual development as a process of internalizing social interactions and the cultural
artifacts that mediate them (Lantolf, 2000; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978).
According to these approaches, participation in communicative practices in the target
language is the goal of language learning and a fundamental part of the process (Donato, 2000; Kasper, 2001; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000; Swain,
2000; van Lier, 2000; Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen, 2003). Language learning is viewed
as a process of becoming a full participant in a target language speech community,
and this learning occurs through legitimate participation in the communicative practices of that community (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Of course, beginning language learners, like the second-semester students in this
study, are generally not capable of fully participating in target language communicative practices. Accordingly, their participation requires some sort of scaffolding: some
temporary support that enables them to participate at a higher level than would be
possible without that support (Donato, 2000; Ohta, 2000). As their mastery improves,
the scaffolding is slowly removed. While scaffolding was first conceptualized as support provided by a teacher or parent (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976), it has since been
expanded to include collaboration between peers (Donato, 2000), and uses of educational technology (Pea, 2004).
In this study, the focal communicative practice is oral discussion of Spanish language texts. Foreign language students must learn to participate in these discussions
as calls for literature-based approaches to language learning increase (e.g., HoecherlAlden, 2006; MLA Ad Hoc Committee on Foreign Languages, 2007). Such participation includes sharing ideas about assigned texts and responding to the ideas of others.
This study shows that this participation can be scaffolded by having students prepare
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their contributions in writing prior to class discussions, and shaping discussions to
provide opportunities for successful participation.
Text-based CMC and Oral Communication
One promising finding from research on CMC and foreign language instruction is
that communicating online through text can prepare students for subsequent oral
communication (Abrams, 2003; Beauvois, 1997; Blake, 2009; Compton, 2002; Lam,
2004; Payne & Ross, 2005; Payne & Whitney, 2002; Satar & Özdener, 2008). It is
further argued, however, that only synchronous modes of CMC provide this preparation (Abrams, 2003). Abrams conducted a quasi-experimental study involving three
instructional configurations of German as foreign language: a control group received
all instruction in a face-to-face classroom; a synchronous group had some face-to-face
classes replaced with chat-based activities in a computer lab; and an asynchronous
group received normal face-to-face instruction complemented by homework assignments in a forum. On pre and post-measures of oral communication, the chat group
outperformed the other two groups while the forum group underperformed.
Hirotani (2009) also worked with control, chat, and forum groups, but found no
differences in oral proficiency gains. These findings seem to contradict those of Abrams, but in reality Hirotani’s forum group communicated in real-time with classmates in a computer lab, not asynchronously outside of class. This real-time use of
forums complicates comparisons with Abrams’ work, and perhaps explains why Hirotani’s two supposedly different CMC treatments performed similarly.
Hirotani’s findings aside, I perceive a widely held assumption that chatting is
beneficial for oral communication while forums are not (e.g., Lamy & Hampel, 2007).
There is some logic behind this assumption. Using Biber’s (1986) taxonomy of dimensions of spoken and written language, linguists like Crystal (2006) and Baron
(2000) have shown that logs from online chats can approximate transcripts of spoken
conversations. Accordingly, studies on the benefits of using chat in foreign language
instruction often reference the oral-like features of chat as an explanation (e.g., Pellettieri, 2000). Researchers working in an information processing paradigm claim that
the underlying cognitive processes of chatting and speaking are the same, and that a
decreased load on working memory makes chatting beneficial for the development of
fluency (Blake, 2009; Payne & Ross, 2005; Payne & Whitney, 2002).
If chatting and speaking were similar communicative practices, we might expect
their underlying cognitive processes to be the same (Scribner & Cole, 1981). However, claiming this similarity is to conceptualize chatting and speaking as monolithic
communicative practices as opposed to mediational tools. The word “chatting” may
still index informal oral communication, but it has also become a label that is broadly
placed on all forms of synchronous, text-based CMC. In this sense, chatting is a medium through which communication can take place more so than a communicative
practice. The same is true of speaking: we use this medium for a very wide range of
situations, purposes, and genres (Bakhtin, 1986; Finnegan, 1988).
According to Scribner and Cole (1981), communicative practices are defined less
by mediational tools than by the way those tools are used. From this perspective, there
is a tinge of technological determinism in claiming that chatting unilaterally benefits
oral communication while participation in forums does not. This claim attributes
learning outcomes directly to communication technologies instead of communicative
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practices. It also ignores Warschauer’s (2000) longitudinal ethnographic work that
led him to conclude that language learning outcomes depend more on the overall instructional context in which CMC is used than on the characteristics of particular
technologies.
The study presented in this paper is not a controlled experiment based on pre and
post-measures of oral communication skills. As such, my findings are not directly
comparable to those of Abrams (2003) and Hirotani (2009). Nonetheless, my findings
do challenge deterministic views by showing that learning outcomes result from the
socially defined communicative practices included in instruction, not from the characteristics of the mediational technologies used in those practices (Scribner & Cole,
1981; Warschauer, 2000).
Context and Methodology
As a graduate student, I received an instructional research fellowship to design a
series of computer-supported learning activities for beginning Spanish instruction at
the college level. I was paired with an instructor of a second-semester Spanish course
at a local college. She was an Argentinean woman in her thirties who had been teaching Spanish for several years and had some experience with online forums. While I
already knew many instructors and staff at this institution, I had not met Lara1 before
this project.
Given my interest in the use of text-based chatting to prepare students for oral
communication and Lara’s previous experience with online forums, we agreed that I
would take the lead in designing chat-based activities while she took the lead in using
forums to complement reading assignments and discussions. This division of labor
positioned me as more of an observer than a participant with the use of forums, providing me with an opportunity to see an otherwise familiar practice from an unfamiliar perspective and to be surprised by what I saw (Willis & Trondman, 2000).
My analysis of Lara’s use of forums is based on multiple data sources. I attended
over 30 class sessions, spanning the full participant-observer spectrum from teaching
the class to sitting in a corner jotting notes. From my jottings and memories I wrote
detailed fieldnotes that were further augmented by audio and sometimes video recordings. This range of experiences shaped my understanding of the context in which forums were used. I collected all logs from the online forums, revealing evidence of
comments that appeared online before being repeated in class. Additionally, I interviewed the instructor and multiple students, and conducted an end of the semester
student survey.
The course curriculum included 11 reading assignments ranging from a couple paragraphs to a few pages, and 11 class sessions dedicated to working with these readings. Lara used the forums to complement several of these sessions by having students
post ideas and questions prior to class or reflections after. These sessions involved a
variety of activities, but at some point during each session Lara engaged the class in
what I refer to as a “reading discussion.” Reading discussions were marked by Lara’s
open-ended questions and the students’ self-selected responses through either raising
their hands or calling out. Lara signaled the beginning of these discussions by holding
up the assigned text while saying something like, “Bueno muchachos, ¿pudieron leer
anoche?” [Ok guys, was everyone able to read last night?]. She also often sat with the
1

All names other than my own (Adam) are pseudonyms.
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students during these discussions as opposed to standing in front of the class. This
move physically positioned her at the same level as the students, and to some extent
converted the semi-circle formation of the students’ desks into a closed circle that she
had joined (see Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 2 depicts a typical seating arrangement of the 20 students in the class during reading discussions, with Lara sitting with the students. The figure includes the
percentage of turns that each student took across all 11 discussions. In summary, with
the exception of Grace and Danielle, the more vocal students sat on the left side of the
room.

Figure 1. A reading discussion with Lara seated
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Figure 2. Typical seating arrangement during a reading discussion
Early in the semester I sat in various places in the classroom, but by the end I generally sat in the front left corner because there was room for my camera, I was close to
the A/V equipment that I often operated, and this position offered a good view of the
students. Unlike days on which I participated in activities, during sessions that included reading discussions I generally kept to myself. I still engaged in small talk
with students prior to class, and met with Lara after class, but on these days I set up
my camera (if I had brought it), started my audio recorder, sat down at my desk, observed, and jotted notes.
Of the 11 reading discussions, five of them were directly preceded by a homework
assignment that required students to post a message in a forum. In this paper I focus
on the first three of those five sessions because each illustrates a specific way in
which Lara scaffolded student participation in the reading discussion.
Data and Findings
I start this section with specific examples of Lara’s scaffolding of her students’
participation during the first three forum-preceded reading discussions. In the first example, Lara framed a forum-based homework assignment as relevant to the next day’s
discussion (Engle, 2006), and Mark, a student whose participation was generally uncommon, spontaneously repeated orally what he had posted the night before. In the
second example, Lara created a space in the discussion for Ned, a student who had
posted a potentially volatile opinion in the forum, to bring that opinion into the reading discussion in order to spark responses from other students. In the third example,
Lara called directly on some otherwise quiet students to share their forum posts in
class, thus diversifying participation in the discussion. After presenting these examples, I turn to interview and survey data in order to include the perspectives of Lara
and her students.
First Reading Discussion Preceded by an online forum (Thursday, January 29th):
The second reading assignment of the semester, titled “El Amazonas: pulmón del
planeta” [The Amazon: lung of the planet], was the first to be preceded by a forum
assignment. The reading discussion took place on Thursday of the second week of the
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semester. The day before, Lara explained to the class that she had created a forum on
the course website in which each student was to post a question about the reading, either about something they had not understood or “una pregunta para discutir en clase,
más interesante” [a question to discuss in class, more interesting]. Her wording was
noteworthy because she framed this homework assignment as directly related to the
next day’s discussion. This framing served as scaffolding by encouraging students to
think about the coming discussion while posting in the forum (Engle, 2006; see also
Wenger, 1998 on imagined participation).
From the start, Thursday’s discussion showed signs of being influenced by what
the students had posted for homework. Shortly after Lara sat down with the students
and signaled the start of the reading discussion by asking, “Muchachos, entonces, ¿todos leyeron El Amazonas: pulmón del planeta?” [So, guys, did everyone read “El
Amazonas, pulmón del planeta”?], Mark, a student who neither Lara nor I could recall having previously taken a self-selected turn in class, raised his hand and repeated
his forum post from the night before.
Mark

Lara

Um, los indigenous tienen plantas para (inaudible) de sus flechas
(inaudible) los animales que comen.
Um, the indigenous had plants they used on their arrows for the
animals they hunted.
((laughs)) ¡Te encantó lo de las flechas de los indios!
You loved the part about the arrows of the natives!

Mark’s comment repeated the general idea and several of the exact words from his
post:
“La parta de me gusto mucho dijalo cundo los indigenas curare una sustancia que ponia en los flechas y para paralizar a los animales y quando para
comer.”
The part I liked a lot is when it said that the indigenous used curare on
their arrows to paralyze the animals they ate.
Lara’s animated response indicated to me that she recognized that Mark was repeating what he had posted online. Mark’s repeat performance left me and Lara still
buzzing after class as we recounted the incident with my audio recorder still on:
Adam
Lara
Adam
Lara

Mark dijo algo, creo que por primera vez
Mark said something, I think for the first time.
[por primera vez ((laughs))
[for the first time
Y dijo e-no exactamente lo mismo pero la misma idea.
And he said th-not the exact same thing but the same idea.
[lo mismo que en el foro]
[the same as in the forum]

Mark’s oral reproduction of his online forum post was the first indication of the
semester that Lara’s use of the forums was scaffolding student participation in subsequent oral discussions. Mark had declined to participate in interviews, so I was unable
to get his thoughts on this incident, but given his sparse participation over the course
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of the semester, it certainly seemed like more than a coincidence that his spoken
comment so clearly repeated his forum post. My subsequent analysis of the audio recording of this session and the forum logs showed that several students similarly
echoed their forum posts during the reading discussion. Mark’s example was especially salient because it happened right at the beginning and was the first time he had participated in this type of discussion. In total, Lara and I agreed that a wider range of
students had participated in this reading discussion than what we had previously seen.
We also agreed that the homework forum posts must have contributed to this improved participation.
Second Reading Discussion Preceded by an Online Forum (Wednesday, February
4th):
Wednesday of the following week there was another reading discussion preceded
by a homework assignment to post a question in a forum. Like last time, there were
multiple examples of students repeating aspects of their forum posts. But it was the
way Lara integrated forum posts into this discussion that resulted in my first “ah-ha
moment” of the semester (Willis & Trondman, 2000). The text, titled “La conservación de Vieques” [The conservation of Vieques], was about a small island in Puerto
Rico that the US military had used for decades to practice bombing. The vast majority
of forum posts expressed concern and/or contempt for these bombings. Ned’s post
was a jarring exception:
“Yo vi Vieques. No es muy especial. Porque no usa una zona de un aliado cuando nosotros hamos dado protección a ellos?”
I’ve seen Vieques. It’s not very special. Why not use a zone of an ally [to
practice bombing] when we give them protection?
Lara later told me that upon seeing the message she wanted to bring Ned’s experience and likely unpopular opinion into the class discussion. She hoped that he would
enter the discussion on his own without her calling on him directly.
Sure enough, shortly into the reading discussion Ned joined in, commenting that
for some people the conservation of Vieques might represent resistance against the
US military. Lara quickly asked her planned follow-up question:
“Ned, ¿estuviste en Vieques, verdad? Cuéntanos la experiencia.”
Ned, you’ve been to Vieques, right? Tell us about the experience.
Over the next several turns, with Ned answering Lara’s questions, he explained to
the class that he had gone last summer with a friend, that they were in Vieques for only one day kayaking, and it was “ok.” Talking more softly with a slight shrug and a
grin, Ned finished with:
“Pero si necesito, uh, un sitio para practicar bomabardeos, it’s a good
spot.”
But if I need, uh, a place to practice bombing, “it’s a good spot.”
As he repeated this same opinion he had expressed in the forum, Lara and several
students responded with groans, gasps, and laughter. The immediately following turns
reflected a dramatically different dynamic in the discussion than what I had previous-
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ly observed. The next two students to speak, other than Ned, directed their comments
directly at him rather than at Lara or the group in general.1
Ned
Ivana

Ned
Grace

Pero si necesito, uh, un sitio para practicar bomabardeos, it’s a good
spot.
But if I need, uh, a place to practice bombing, “it’s a good spot.”
((turning to her left to face Ned)) ¿Y que piensas de las personas
que tienen cáncer porque los bombardeos?
And what do you think about the people that have cancer because
of the bombing?
No hay muchas personas en esa área. ¿Quién va a una área de bombardeos?
There aren’t many people in the area. Who goes to a bombing zone?
((looking directly at Ned from across the classroom)) No es
quién va, es quién vive en esa región.
It’s not who goes, but who already lives there.

It was while writing my fieldnotes for this observation that I realized I had seen
something special about Lara’s use of forums. She was scaffolding student participation not only by allowing students to prepare their comments in the forum before being expected to speak in class, but also by drawing on their posts to strategically shape
the discussion. By asking Ned to post something about the reading, Lara gained valuable information about his related experiences and opinions. She used that information to have Ned introduce a hot topic that motivated others to participate. Furthermore, when Ivana and Grace reacted to Ned’s comment, they spoke directly to him.
This student-to-student discourse through which differing opinions and perspectives
are shared is precisely one of the reasons why discussing literature is advocated in
foreign language instruction (Hoecherl-Alden, 2006).
Third Reading Discussion Preceded by an Online Forum (Friday, February 27th):
A few weeks passed before the next reading discussion preceded by a homework
forum post. This text, titled “Dos cuestiones difíciles” [Two difficult questions], dealt
with the use of animals in scientific experiments and euthanasia. In the forum, the
students were to post an opinion on one of these two issues. For the first time, Lara
posted a response to a particular student in which she asked the student to be prepared
to talk about her post in class the next day:
“Es muy interesante, Cessie, que pongas a la pregunta un nivel mayor de
complejidad. Puedes explicar en la clase que es esto de ‘consequentialism’??”
It’s very interesting, Cessie, that you raise the level of complexity of this
question. Can you explain what “consequentialism” is in class?
Lara had responded to student posts before, but this direct request was a new form
of scaffolding in which she explicitly told a specific student to be prepared to speak in
class on a specific topic.

1

In this segment of transcript, Lara’s turns, consisting of recasts and calling on students who had raised
their hands, have been removed. It is worth noting that Ivana and Grace’s comments also echoed aspects of their forum posts from the night before.
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Lara also started this reading discussion in a new way. As soon as she sat down
with the students and signaled the start of the discussion by saying, “Entonces muchachos, ¿pudieron leer la lectura para hoy?” [So guys, did you all read for today?], she
turned to a particular student and his forum post:
“En la lectura se plantea el uso de animales en los experimentos científicos como una decisión moral. Pero en el foro, ((looking towards Steven)) Steven, vos mencionas, esta no es una decisión moral.”
In the reading, the use of animals in scientific experiments is presented as
a moral issue. But in the forum, ((looking towards Steven)) Steven, you mention that it is not a moral decision.
This was the first time during a reading discussion that Lara called directly on a
student rather than waiting for students to enter the conversation on their own. Steven
paused, stuttered a bit, and said:
“Creo que si el animal es para comer ¿como entender el concepto del derecho del animal?”
I think if we raise animals for eating, how can we understand the concept
of animal rights?
His comment clearly echoed his post from the night before:
“En mi opinion, esta cuestión no es muy difícil. El cuestión es si valoras de
personas o animales mas. Si te gusta comer carne, ya ha respondido a ese pregunta.”
In my opinion this is not a difficult question. The question is if you value
people more than animals. If you like to eat meat, you’ve already answered
the question.
This example was similar to when Lara asked Ned about his experience in Vieques, but there were two important differences. First, Lara had waited for Ned to enter
the discussion on his own. Second, while Ned regularly participated in discussions,
Steven did not. His participation had been uncommon, and had Lara not called on
him, it was unlikely that he would have participated. Here, Lara’s forum-based scaffolding led to the inclusion of a seldom heard voice in the discussion.
Lara repeated this tactic two more times during this reading discussion. At one
point she turned to Anna and said:
“Anna, en tu intervención en el foro hablaste de moral standing. ¿Quieres
explicar un poco mas sobre eso?”
Anna, in your post in the forum you talked about “moral standing”. Do
you want to explain a bit more about that?
And, as foreshadowed by her forum post the night before, she turned to Cessie and
said:
“Cessie, vos también habías hablado sobre una postura filosófica. ¿Lo puedes explicar un poquito por favor?”
Cessie, you also talked about a philosophical position. Can you explain a
bit please?
Like Steven, Anna and Cessie were students who didn’t regularly participate in
reading discussions. In all three cases, they capably repeated their forum posts when
prompted to do so, thus making productive contributions to the discussion that they
may not have otherwise made. Furthermore, as this reading discussion continued, they
continued to participate more actively than usual. Lara’s tactics illustrated what Pea
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(2004) refers to as “scaffolding with fading.” Lara called on these students to get them
to participate a first time, and they continued to participate throughout the discussion
without her directly calling on them again.
After class, Lara explained to me that she had called on these three students because she wanted them to participate more. She was especially pleased that they had
continued to participate after being called on. We scheduled a time for a more detailed
interview because I had several questions and interpretations to share with her. It
seemed to me that she was using the forums to scaffold participation in reading discussion in two ways. First, she had her students prepare for oral discussions by rehearsing potential contributions in the forum. Second, she drew on her students’ posts
to increase and diversify their participation in this oral communicative practice.
Interview with Lara (Wednesday, March 4th):
When Lara and I met to talk about the forums in general and the most recent reading discussion in particular, I asked about the request she had posted in the forum asking Cessie to elaborate on her comment in class the next day. Lara explained:
“En realidad mi respuesta no tuviera que ver con que la viera Cessie…sino
que tenía que ver con por un lado los otros se dieran cuenta que yo estaba entrando y estaba respondiendo y estaba también valorando en algún sentido más
o menos los comentarios o las intervenciones. Pero al mismo tiempo de que
también se dieran cuenta de que muchas intervenciones del foro podían pasar
para la clase.”
In reality my response wasn’t so much for Cessie to see…but rather, on one
hand, for the rest of the class to see that I was reading, responding to, and to
some degree evaluating the comments. But at the same time I wanted them to
realize that many of the comments from the forum could come up in class.
In other words, Lara’s forum post was less a felicitous request for an action on the
part of Cessie than part of her overall scaffolding of her students’ participation in
reading discussions. Through this message she framed the forum posts in a way that
might encourage all students to think about their posts as applicable to the next day’s
discussion (Engle, 2006).
I then asked why Steven, Anna, and Cessie were the students she had called on.
She responded that “a menos que yo les preguntara, no abrieron la boca” [unless I had
called on them, they wouldn’t have opened their mouths]. As I had suspected, Lara
had used what these otherwise quiet students had posted in the forum to provide them
with opportunities to contribute to the class discussion. I followed up with one of my
observations with which Lara agreed:
Adam
Para mí me está resultando bastante interesante ver la forma en que
el foro te permite a ti estructurar la discusión al día siguiente ya sabiendo cuales son las ideas allí en el grupo.
For me it’s very interesting to see how the forum allows you to
shape the discussion the next day, already knowing the ideas that the
students have.
Lara
Para mí es fantástico en este sentido. Ya sé por donde van por donde
no van.
For me it’s fantastic in that sense. I already know what they’re getting and what they’re not getting.
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Her agreement validated my interpretation. The forums provided Lara with information about the knowledge her students brought to subsequent class discussions. She
took advantage of that information to scaffold participation in discussions by creating
personalized opportunities for her students, and especially some of her quieter students, to successfully contribute. Posting in the forums helped her students speak in
class in great part because she read their posts and shaped the discussion accordingly.
Student Interviews and Surveys:
After the third forum-preceded reading discussion, I exchanged multiple email
messages with Anna and Cessie about their participation in that discussion.1 Both
girls agreed that posting in the forum had made them better prepared to speak in class
the next day. Anna’s articulation of the way the forums had prepared her to speak in
class was particularly clear:
“I would not have been prepared to make a comment about my thoughts
and experiences with the difficult questions we were discussing without having previously posted on the forum. I would not have known the necessary vocabulary, and having posted just the night before meant the words were fresh
in my brain… I would also not have had the sentence structure and general
flow of ideas in my head well enough to feel comfortable talking about it. I
might have been able to think about the same things I thought about while
making the post, but in the amount of time we have in class to think I probably
would not have come up with a coherent series of expressions in Spanish.”
(March 17th)
Cessie also mentioned that she appreciated Lara’s direct request in the forum to
share her comment the next day because it motivated her to prepare more than usual.
Both Cessie and Anna clearly felt that posting forum messages about assigned
readings the night before a class discussion better prepared them to participate in the
discussion. To gauge how widespread this feeling was for the rest of the class, I included several questions about the forums on an end-of-the-semester survey. The results showed that some of Anna and Cessie’s views did generalize fairly well. For example, 15 of 20 students agreed that posting in the forum helped prepare them to participate in the discussion the next day, with 15 of 20 also indicating that during reading discussions they remembered what they posted the night before.
The survey also included questions designed to measure if the students were picking up on Lara’s framing of the forum activities as connected to in-class discussions
(Engle, 2006). The results showed that about half the students were picking this up.
11 of 20 indicated that while composing their forum posts they thought they might say
something related in class the next day, and 9 of 20 indicated that while they posted in
the forum they thought Lara might bring up their post in class the next day.
Discussion and Conclusion
Lara used forums to scaffold her students’ participation in oral discussions of assigned texts in two ways. First, she prepared her students for reading discussions by
having them compose possible contributions in writing before having to speak in
class. Second, based on her students’ forum posts, she shaped discussions to create
spaces in which it was appropriate for students to orally repeat what they had previously posted online. Their repetitions lead to increased and diversified student par1

Steven declined to participate in interviews.
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ticipation as well as productive examples of student-to-student discourse. According
to sociocultural approaches to SLA (e.g., Lantolf, 2000; Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen,
2003), this scaffolded participation is a key step towards eventually participating autonomously in the increasingly valued communicative practice of discussing foreign
language literature (e.g., Hoecherl-Alden, 2006; MLA Ad Hoc Committee on Foreign
Languages, 2007).
Lara’s use of forums to successfully prepare students for oral communication
challenges the assumption that only synchronous as opposed to asynchronous CMC
can be beneficial for developing the ability to speak foreign languages (Abrams,
2003). More importantly, my findings indicate that learning outcomes result from the
way in which technologies are used in instruction more so than the characteristics of
those technologies (Warschauer, 2000). It is engagement in socially created and valued communicative practices that has a lasting impact on individual development, not
the characteristics of the mediational tools used in those practices (Scribner & Cole,
1981). As researchers interested in the relationship between text-based CMC and oral
communication in foreign languages, we must consider the overall instructional contexts that we observe rather than attributing learning outcomes directly to specific
technologies.
Given my call against technological determinism in research on CMC and SLA, it
is fair to ask if CMC was necessary at all for Lara to scaffold participation in reading
discussions. For example, could she have achieved the same outcomes by having her
students keep written journals about reading assignments? Had she framed the use of
such journals as directly connected to subsequent discussions, they may have similarly prepared students to speak in class (Engle, 2006). However, a crucial aspect of Lara’s scaffolding was the way she drew on her students’ forum posts from one day to
the next to productively shape discussions. This tactic required instant access to her
students’ ideas that journals would not offer. In this sense, I suspect that any number
of tools that enable the immediate exchange of messages between students and instructors could have been used. Even so, I stress that it is the way in which Lara integrated such messages into her instruction that lead to the positive outcomes I observed.
In closing, I want to encourage other language instructors to consider adopting Lara’s use of forums to scaffold student participation in oral discussions. Her forumbased tasks required only a few minutes for her students to complete, and as little as
30 to 60 minutes for her to read prior to class. In light of the positive outcomes described in this paper, this relatively small time commitment was time well spent. In
the case of less talkative students, this use of forums may be especially productive.
With students who are generally reluctant to participate in discussions, instructors
may not want to put them on the spot without first knowing that they have something
to share. Lara’s forum-based tasks provided her with that knowledge, enabling her to
set up such students for successful participation in this oral communicative practice.
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Learning Language through its Diachrony:
The Case of Greek Language,
A Holistic-Interdisciplinary Tutorial
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Introduction
The way learners use their language for their oral as well as written interaction
proves that Greek language learning still constitutes an issue for our education. It is a
matter of teaching, methodology, orientation and objectives: we seem to have a problem with exclusion and partiality. We teach modern Greek cut off from its past and as
a result young people cannot comprehend meanings, sense the depth of words and
concepts, the significance of the word in the sentence and eventually the value of the
sentence in the text.
However, we should be able to see language from two basic angles, the synchronic dimension, spread horizontally in time and regional idiolects, and in its diachronic
dimension, vertically in time, exposed in its evolution. The diachronic approach to
Greek language reveals two crucial dimensions: a) the universality, b) the unified character.
The Greek language-according to Babiniotis- owes its universality to the internationally gained high status through scientific and literary texts, and ancient thought. In
addition, the use of Greek as an international language of culture and trade in Alexander the Great’s times, its prestige as the official language of the Byzantine Empire in
the Middle Ages, its splendor as the language of thought in Renaissance, its establishment as the language of international scientific terminology, and the power it
gained as the official language of the new religion of Christianity formed the universal character of Greek. It is widely known that the term unified character of the Greek
language means that the same people, the Greeks, inhabitants of the same geographical region of Greece, speak without any intermissions the same language for over 40
th
centuries and write- with the same writing system (from the 8 century B.C) and the
same spelling system (from 400 B.C)- the same, Greek language (Babiniotis,
1999:326-7).
We start having problems when we adopt any kind of partiality. For example, if
we limit our research in the synchronic dimension then we have to talk not only about
two different languages, Ancient and Modern Greek, but about a lot more, the Hellenistic, the Byzantine, the Medieval and maybe others. However, we should be aware
of the fact that no rupture was ever created in Greek, as it was in Latin and Roman
languages for example. As Browning points out, Ancient Greek is not a foreign language for today’s Greeks, as opposed to the case of Agglo-Saxon and modern English
people (9, 13).
We start then from autonomistic attitudes (Christidis, 35-44) and we move on to
talk even about “bilingualism”, and reject completely the relationship between An-
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cient and Modern Greek, talking even about “diachronic loans” 1 of Modern Greek
from the Ancient, sticking to and emphasizing the differences between the two linguistic forms and not the elements they share.
This polarization creates the impression that we have to do with two different languages (“bilingualism”), whereas in fact we have to do with “diglossia” or “dual
form”, namely one structurally single language which is only superficially differentiated. “Two different languages could never meet each other and create one structurally single form such as modern vernacular Greek”, Babiniotis claims (1979:42).
“Besides, the differentiation which can mean both evolution and change, is very
natural because language is by nature a deeply evolutionary institution”.
Furthermore, there are too many common elements in every linguistic level to talk
about bilingualism. Firstly, on the level of phonology, although forms such as
“φτωχός”(phtoxos), “χτίζω”(chtizo), “χτες”(chtes), prevail over “πτωχός”(ptochos),
“κτίζω”(ktizo), “χθες”(chthes) respectively, namely we tend to use aspirated plosives
before dental plosives, at the same time, synchronically, there is a huge body of
words such as: πτώμα, οπτικός, εκτιμώ, αυτοκτονία, pronounced with tenues or mediae plosives before dentals revealing thus an influence from the literary tradition.
In addition, although on the morphological level of Vernacular Modern Greek declension and conjugation have been significantly simplified, the structure of the language on the level of syntax is more of a compound product with the striking presence
of the literary tradition. The vocabulary, however, is the domain where the meeting of
the two linguistic forms, ancient and modern, is more than a fact. In order to come up
to its communicative requirements with economy and plenitude, modern Greek chose,
composed and made use of a huge amount of elements, apart from newly coined
words and foreign word-loans. These elements constitute what we call “historical continuity” of the Greek language. All the above refer to ascertained facts concerning the
synthesis and coalescence of the two linguistic forms through the possible options ancient Greek offers to modern. As for which of the options and how often they are
used, it is on the discretionary power of the user to decide. There cannot be any rules
of a prescriptive type, limitations, norms, things that are allowed or not [Babiniotis
1979, 67-70]. Constant use establishes and formulates the linguistic reality which we
can only observe and record. Whatismore, we have to comprehend this linguistic reality, interpret it in depth through its historical course and its meanings, and enrich it
because change not only does not refute, but also certifies the unity of our language.
On the other hand, focusing on the words and trying to enrich the vocabulary does
not mean rejection of the communicative language teaching. “The meaning of a
phrase is not the linear sum of the words that compose it” (Vamvoukas, 1992: 7).
Words cannot stand as autonomous and independent units in a sentence, nor could
we insist that we have acquired the language only by means of knowing the meanings
of the words. Having a dictionary of the language spoken in a country cannot suffice
to communicate with the people living in it. We have to point out however, that even
the word itself is sometimes charged with cultural information within a specific cul1 Petrounias, E., 1998. [What makes Mr Petrounias wonder of coourse, is how you can borrow something that is already yours, something you carry inside you and defines you...//. G. Babiniotis (1979,
58) notes, on similar attitudes about “loans”, that this procedure identifies another language- the
“katharevousa” in this case-with the foreign languages, such as Turkish, Slavic, Italian, French, English, from which modern Greek has “borrowed”...]
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tural environment and is in itself a meaning-carrier. This is what happens for example
with the word “χορηγός”/ choragus= sponsor/, which does not have to be integrated in
a linguistic-communicative environment in order to signify something. In rich languages with strong historical background, apart from the syntactic forms or the morphological endings, the words themselves in their historical course and diachronic dimension constitute “cultural patterns as they signify an aspect of the people’s attitudes
towards the world of experiences and things” (Babiniotis, 1994: κγ’-κδ’). We comprehend the nation that expresses a word and still uses it, through the history of the
word (Lehmann W, 1997: 294-307). We should not then abrogate the teaching of the
word thinking that it has nothing to say on its own.
This is the reason why we turn to words and we consider neither their teaching
barren knowledge nor the meaning or etymology of the words useless or insignificant.
Besides, communicative skills at the age of twelve or more have already been obtained at least for most of our students. Our students, even from the first years of their
lives, already have the syntactic and grammatical forms and can comprehend the literal meaning, the one in the dictionary that is, as well as the hidden meaning of a
word as they obtain the linguistic mechanisms. However, we use vocabulary to enrich
this already existent language. As Babiniotis points out: “Every people has the right as
well as the obligation to re-activate and develop the historically enriched vocabulary ,
its roots, especially morphemes of all different kinds, the productive and synthetic
mechanisms it possesses, in other words all the diachronic linguistic supplies” (Babiniotis, 1984:156).
This is done using a reciprocal and continual movement from “now to the past and
vice versa”, without any focus on the two forms of the language as if they were different, but as a movement on a line which of course is not absolutely straight, it has
offshoots, suffixes, prefixes, changes in meaning throughout the years, but remains
basically the same. The substance of this method is that the student can re-create new
words mainly on his/her own and most of all that he/ she can interpret others without
learning anything by heart.
Besides, the acquisition of an enriched vocabulary is considered so important that
some connect it with the person’s intelligence. This is why many IQ tests include vocabulary subtests. It is believed that thought development and wide vocabulary go
hand-in-hand. This is because first of all teaching and learning depend greatly on language as clearly communicative activities. From then on, however, a rich and wide
vocabulary makes the understanding of a text and the acquisition of new and unknown words much easier, while at the same time synonyms and words from the
same family offer subtle conceptual distinctions (Vamvoukas, 1992: 8-11).
This is why derivatives and compounds are necessary, but mainly a deep study of
etymology which ascertains the rigorous and solid acquisition of a word and all the
signifieds in it, so that the speaker can finally become an efficient producer as well as
receiver of oral and written speech, making the desirable feasible, the acquisition and
use of a extended linguistic code (Cosseyan, 2003:236).
This seems to be the school curriculum’s objective, but unfortunately only typically and superficially without providing a connection between ancient and modern
Greek so that the language can be taught as a single system. On the contrary, students
are left to consider ancient Greek as a dead language completely different from modern Greek, although the School Curriculum states: “All the linguistic and cultural past
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